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Greenpoint Supports 747‐8 VIP Aeroloft “Kit” Third Party Installation
Kirkland, Wash. – 9 March 2016 – Greenpoint Technologies, a Zodiac Aerospace Company, announces
the first Aeroloft® “kit” installation by a third party completion center and the fourth 747‐8 Aeroloft®
certification.
The Greenpoint engineered and manufactured Aeroloft® kit delivered to the completion center
ready for full integration. Greenpoint's team worked closely with the center to guarantee a smooth
installation, offering liaison support at critical phases of the program. SWS Certification Services,
Greenpoint's EASA certification partner in the United Kingdom, streamlined the EASA certification
process, creating a team effort with this delivery.
“Collaborating with our partners on this Aeroloft® program showcases Greenpoint's focus on
teamwork and adaptability. Supporting a third party modification center helps another VIP 747‐8
take flight. A testament of our team’s ability to overcome obstacles and build trust with our
clients,” affirms Greenpoint CEO Scott Goodey.

Greenpoint’s VIP 747‐8 Aeroloft® Hallway and Sleeping Berths

Searching for a career in a results driven, people‐centric and rewarding organization? Visit
www.greenpointcareers.com.

About Greenpoint Technologies
Greenpoint Technologies is a premier Business Jet Completion Center, creating superior aircraft
products and VIP completions. Greenpoint provides turnkey VIP completions with an exemplary 99
percent on‐time delivery rate in nearly 30 years of operation. Greenpoint Technologies is part of
Zodiac Aerospace, a world leader in aerospace equipment and systems for commercial, regional
and business aircraft, as well as helicopters and space applications. To learn more about Greenpoint
Technologies, visit www.greenpnt.com.
About Greenpoint Aerospace
Greenpoint Aerospace in Denton, Texas, offers maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO), interior
refurbishments, VIP completions, aircraft painting, and avionics repair, upgrades and installation.
Greenpoint Aerospace services the following corporate aircraft: Challenger, Learjet, Gulfstream,
Beechcraft, Citation, Pilatus and Piaggio. The company is part of Zodiac Aerospace, a world leader
in aerospace equipment and systems for commercial, regional and business aircraft, as well as
helicopters and space applications. To learn more about Greenpoint Aerospace, visit
www.greenpointaero.com.
About Zodiac Aerospace
Zodiac Aerospace is a world leader in aerospace equipment and systems for commercial, regional
and business aircraft and for helicopters and spacecraft. Zodiac Aerospace has 30,000 employees
worldwide and generated revenue of €4.9 billion in 2014/2015, through two main activities: Aircraft
Interiors activity which combines the Business Groups Cabin & Structures and Seats, and the
Systems activity comprising the Business Group Aerosystems, visit www.zodiacaerospace.com.
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